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sa description des opérations de la pratique, 
des réponses aux questionnements posés par 
Isabelle Daëron quant à la composition de 
mondes intégrant d’autres territorialisations 
des techniques, d’autres relations du vivant et 
des machines : en effet, lorsque Bertrand De-
zoteux étire les contraintes posées par la créa-
tion d’images 3D en mouvement – qu’elles 
soient celles de l’arrimage et de l’animation 
ou de la variation et de la répétition – dans 
des narrations qui mettent en puissance leurs 
effets symboliques, il creuse aussi les dimen-
sions politiques de l’habitabilité, à l’horizon 
desquelles se jouent la constitution de com-
munautés, l’exploration de coexistences et 
de mondes pluriels et partagés, l’invention de 
nouveaux modes de vivre.

From Hostile to Hospitable*:

Changing Perceptions of the Space Environment
Elizabeth Song Lockard
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Introduction
Over the course of manned Space exploration, 
the scope of human factors research has ex-
panded considerably. In the earliest missions 
to the Moon, the human needs addressed in 
the design of the Apollo spacecraft were lim-
ited exclusively to physiological issues of sur-
vival: insuring that air pressure, oxygen levels, 
thermal factors, etc., were maintained within 
somatic limits of its crew. In the more recent 
generation of Space exploration—which in-
volved not just travel into low-Earth orbit, but 
also working and living on Space stations—the 
scope of human needs expanded to include 
both functional components such as labs and 
workspaces, as well as practical concerns such 
as places for sleeping, exercise, and hygiene. 
Driven by stringent economic and engineer-
ing considerations, the design of the space-
craft focused predominantly on meeting only 
the essential bodily needs; other human fac-
tors beyond those requirements played only a 
nominal role, if any. However, as the objec-
tives of Space exploration shift from short-term 
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tion—and especially as we prepare to estab-
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Nomenclature
The language of architecture and the 
language of astronomy both include the 
word ‘space’ in their respective lexicons; 
while there is some overlap in their mea-
ning, there are also some critical subtle 
differences. Since I refer to both mea-
nings in this paper I have elected to make 
the distinction by capitalizing one to in-
dicate a proper name, and the other in 
small case to indicate a simple noun:

Space = astronomy: the cosmos, 
the Universe, the heavens, the void 
between celestial bodies.

Space = architecture: the general 
condition of emptiness, absence, or 
void; the absence of materiality.

1'D0'EF&$"%")$'." %)-"G/#'E#'*HF!)*)+"#'I-)I) F#'I0-'@-$ %'
J0#!K#*'#$'9LBB'E0$ 'Generelle Morphologie der Organ-
ismen, repose sur une découpe entre « organismes » et 
« monde extérieur », qui pourra trouver des suites dans 
la logique phénoménologique du « monde propre » et 
subjectif.
2'A!"#$%"&G/#'0$+*0" 'M'*H)-"+"$#'E#'N'DHJ6I)%.O #'P0Q0'RC'
CF. J. LOVELOCK, F)# &"(("# "2&# 4$# G&("# 6*6)$&<# FA!:.+&!H2"#
I)J), trad. fr de Paul Couturiau et Cristel Rollinat, Paris, 
Éditions Flammarion, 1993. Dans ce livre, Lovelock pose 
que la biosphère est une entité autorégulatrice suscepti-
1*#'E#'I-F #-<#-' *0'  0$%F'E#'$)%-#'I*0$O%#'#$'!)$%-S*0$%'
l’environnement physique et chimique, que la Terre est un 
système autorégulé où la vie se maintient par homéosta-
sie, sous l’effet de boucles rétroactives.

Christophe Kihm. Professeur à la Haute 
école d’art et de design (HEAD), Genève, 
responsable du programme de recherche 
« Habiter l’espace extraterrestre » (FNS).
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lish human outposts on Mars within the next 
decades—a more comprehensive analysis of 
the needs of the crew must be undertaken; if 
not fully understood, the consequences for the 
stationed crew could ultimately be as disas-
trous as any life-safety or mechanical systems 
failure.
To better assess the broadest range of human 
needs, Maslow’s hierarchy (Fig. 1) provides a 
reference: At the base of the pyramid are needs 
required for survival (physiological); built 
upon those are the needs required for well-be-
ing and quality of life (physiological, psycho-
logical, sociological); and at the pinnacle are 
%.#'$##E '0  )!"0%#E'T"%.'I/-I) #'0$E'U/*&**-
ment (spiritual). The lowest-tier needs have 
been rigorously studied in the human factors 
research, while some middle-tier needs—such 
as privacy, meals, social rituals, communica-
tions, crew interaction, etc.—have begun to 
be seriously addressed. But some of the ele-
vated needs, such as aesthetic experience, or 
a sense of belonging and home, have yet to be 
considered. This paper will argue that in or-
der to address those elevated needs, we must 
&- %'!.0$+#'%.#'T06'T#'%."$K'01)/%'%.#'AI0!#'
environment, and transform our disposition to-
wards it from one of hostility to one of hospita-
bility. Successful long-term habitation of Mars 

will hinge upon how the crew perceives their 
extraterrestrial surroundings.

Expanding Criteria for Long-Term Habitability
J01"%01"*"%6:'0 'E#&$#E'16'VWAW:' " ' X0'(#0-
sure of the degree to which the environment 
promotes productivity and well-being”.1 With-
"$'%." 'E#&$"%")$'0-#'%.-##'I-)+-#  "<#'*#<#* C2 
Y.#'&- %' *#<#*' #$!)(I0  # ' %.#' -#G/"-#(#$% '
for health, safety and security of the crew. 
This criterion takes the highest priority and 
must precede all other considerations. In its 
nascence, the Space program addressed only 
these physiological necessities in missions of 
short duration. The second level, expanding 
)$'%.#'&- %:'#$%0"* '!-"%#-"0' U)-' U/$!%")$0*'0$E'
task performance. This level of habitability re-
!#"<#E'()-#'0%%#$%")$'T.#$' !"#$%"&!'-# #0-!.'
and experimentation became a more integral 
component of the mission. Mission durations 
also increased from days in orbit to weeks or 
months on the Space stations. As missions to 
Space transform into long-term voyages and 
human outposts on other planets, the third lev-
el of habitability, which emphasizes comfort 
and satisfaction, will become of paramount 
importance.
In meeting successive new goals, the expan-
 ")$' "$'  !)I#')U' ./(0$' U0!%)- Z-#[#!%"$+' 0'

bottom-up approach—has been incremental 
and quantitative. But are the current habitabil-
"%6' !-"%#-"0'  /U&!"#$%' U)-' 0' !-#T'  %0%")$#E' )$'
\0- ' U)-' 98,78' 6#0- ]'=.0%' )%.#-' !)$ "E#--
ations can better insure that they will adapt to 
their remote and unfamiliar environs? Adopt-
ing a top-down perspective reformulates the 
question: what is needed for comprehensive 
adaptation and how does it differ from, or 
build upon, the criteria for !);*&);*0*&:? While 
comfort, leisure, recreation, and quality of 
life, are indeed indispensable conditions for 
well-being, they also imply a state of passiv-
ity; a disengagement from the resistances and 
challenges of daily life. But psychological 
T#**,1#"$+'!0$$)%'1#' 0%" &#E'16'%.#'I-)<" ")$'
of creature comforts; it also implies positive in-
teractions and an )/&*6" engagement with the 
physical environment.3

Adaptation, in contrast, is characterized by 
robustness and resilience—all the necessary 
attributes for prosperity, longevity, and subse-
quently evolution of our species. It cannot be 
achieved through passive means. Adaptation 
" 'E#&$#E'0 'X%.#'0E#G/0!6')U'0$')-+0$" ('%)'
cope with the conditions of its natural environ-
ment”.4 To adapt means to grow accustomed 
to the immediate world that we inhabit. There 
are several mechanisms by which an organism 
can adapt,5 but any process of adaptation—
whether physiological, psychological or socio-
logical—requires a degree of negotiation with 
the environment; it cannot occur in a vacuum, 
or through the avoidance of hazardous envi-
ronmental conditions.6 In evolutionary history, 
species have endured or became extinct, de-
pending on their ability (or inability) to adapt 
to new or changing environmental conditions. 
On the one hand, exposure to extreme condi-
tions that exceed our somatic capacities can 
be detrimental and threaten our very survival.^ 
On the other hand, avoiding potential envi-
ronmental risks at all costs does not provide 
the opportunity for an organism or species to 
grow hardier and more resilient when faced 
with adversity.L

To better improve humankind’s chances to 
prosper over the span of their lives on Mars, 
and eventually to evolve in the environments 
of other planets, we need to introduce inter-

actions with those environments that will help 
us become more robust over time. Therefore, 
in order to adapt both physically and psycho-
logically, there must be confrontation with 
those very resistances and challenges of daily 
life._:98:99:97:9`:93 Studies show that when sub-
jects are better adapted to their environments, 
not only do stress levels decrease, but that 
crewmembers are more productive and per-
form their tasks more safely.15 Understanding 
stress related to the perception of adversity is 
key to facilitating psychosocial adaptation.16

In the body of research literature on human 
factors however, adaptation to the environ-
ment has been mostly limited to the physio-
logical issues: adaptation to micro-gravity, 
adaptation to diurnal cycles, adaptation to 
diet, etc. But the psychological dimension is 
equally important: adaptation to life in social 
" )*0%")$:'0E0I%0%")$'%)'I.6 "!0*'!)$&$#(#$%:'
or adaptation to the remote and extreme con-
ditions of Mars. Numerous studies have pro-
posed possible strategies to solve the problems 
0  )!"0%#E'T"%.'" )*0%#E'0$E'!)$&$#E'#$<"-)$-
ments, primarily focusing on crew variables 
(i.e., dynamics, composition, number, etc.)a To 
a lesser degree, how psychosocial adaptation 
can be addressed by the habitat interior has 
also been examinedb but the research in this 
area has generally overlooked the aspect of in-
teraction with our exterior environments and 
how the habitat architecture can serve as an 
interface to that end.

One of Maslow’s higher-order needs is a 
sense of belonging to something outside of 
ourselves—be it to the social realm or phys-
ical realm. The feeling of being “at home” 
where we dwell is the most fundamental way 
in which we experience belonging. The ques-
tion of how to instill a sense of home on Mars 
should become a central consideration in hu-
man factors research.9^ This is not simply sat-
" &#E'16'%.#'I-)<" ")$')U'%.#'I.6 "!0*'.01"%0%'
structure alone. The habitat as house is merely 
a tectonic construct (objective), but the habitat 
as home is a phenomenological one (subjec-
tive). Home is our locus of empathy and iden-
tity, the reference by which we categorize and 
interpret domains of belonging.9L:9_ Entailed by 
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a sense of home is the intimate connection to 
landscape and a sense of where we are (phe-
nomenal location),c through which we devel-
op empathy with our surroundings. However, 
we cannot develop attachments to people or 
places that we view as hostile; they must be 
grounded in a disposition of kinship or reso-
nance. Moreover, thinking of our surroundings 
0 '.) %"*#'"$%#$ "&# 'U##*"$+ ')U'" )*0%")$Z)$#'
of the major obstacles in long-duration Space 
travel. But if instead, the way we view and in-
teract with our environment focuses on its pos-
itive attributes, then feelings of alienation are 
likely to be diminished.78

This raises the question of how humans can de-
velop a rapport with an environment in which 
they did not evolve. Ironically, it does not mat-
ter that the conditions of Mars do not support 
human life. There are countless examples of 
“hostile” regions on Earth that many popula-
tions call their home. History has shown how 
people have formed enduring attachments to 
their homes despite harsh climates and con-
ditions, exposure to physical danger, destruc-
tion by natural events, and even the ravages 
of war. In fact, often to the contrary, hardship 
can actually serve to reinforce one’s sense of 
home.21 The greater the obstacles to overcome, 
%.#' +-#0%#-'  #$ #' )U' 0U&*"0%")$' 0$E' 0II-#!"0-
tion we may feel towards it. Despite living in 
what is commonly characterized as “hostile” 
conditions, polar workers stationed in Antarc-
tica reported developing strong bonds with 
their frigid and desolate surroundings.22 Sub-
jective perceptions of home do not necessarily 
correlate with the objective circumstances of 
the environment. It is not necessary that the 
conditions of Mars be temperate, sunny, wet, 
or even conducive to life in order for it to be 
thought of as home one day. While physio-
logical factors for safety and survival are con-
tingent upon actual physical conditions, psy-
chological aspects of adaptation are not; they 
are dependent upon how we ."(/"*6" those 
conditions. In addressing the wider range of 
needs of its human occupants, the design of 
the habitat must respond both to the subjective 
perceptions of its surroundings as well as to 
the real and concrete conditions of the physi-
cal environment.23,24,25

While the actual physical conditions do not 
necessarily hinder psychological adaptation, 
negative perceptions of them do, and therefore 
T#'(/ %'&- %'!)$ !")/ *6'!/*%"<0%#'0'U0<)-01*#'
view of the non-Earth landscape. Change in 
perception however, cannot be expected from 
the mere acquisition of information of envi-
ronmental conditions alone, no matter how 
detailed or abundant; it must be supplemented 
by visceral experience. There is a world of dif-
ference, for example, between understanding 
the physical principles behind ocean currents, 
and actually negotiating its forces when swim-
ming in the sea. Creating this phenomenolog-
ical relationship to the external environment 
of Mars—one based on quality of "%."(*"$/"#
rather than quantity of data—should be an in-
tegral aspect of the habitat design. By design-
ing for experience, we can facilitate a deeper 
and more meaningful relationship to the Mar-
tian environment. 
Three ways by which to alter perception will 
1#' E" !/  #Ea' %.#' &- %' (/ %' 1#+"$' T"%.' *0$-
+/0+#'b%)'-#[#!%'0$E'"$U)-('%.#'T06'T#'%."$K'
about our environments); second is interaction 
(to become more familiar with our environ-
ments), and the third is technology (to mediate 
our experiences with our environments).

Means by which to Alter Perception: 
Language
The language we use to talk about Space both 
-#[#!% ' 0$E' "$U)-( ' )/-' 0%%"%/E# ' %)T0-E ' "%C'
This is evident in the way various cultures de-
pict Space; the terms that we apply say much 
01)/%' %.#'E#+-##')U' 0U&$"%6' )-' 0*"#$0%")$'T#'
feel towards Space. Culturally ingrained atti-
%/E# '0* )'I-)U)/$E*6'"$[/#$!#'1)%.'%.#'!)*-
lective disposition to adapt to new and strange 
environments, as well as the design of our 
habitats and other environmental interfaces. 
Four cultural memes capture the range of atti-
tudes towards Space:26

Americans—whose history and cultural spirit 
are founded on pioneerism—tend to conceive 
of Space as something to be exploited and 
conquered. The use of the term ‘outer space’ 
in the English language clearly indicates that 
Space is viewed as an external and foreign en-
tity, distinct from Earth and remote from our 

cognitive sphere in its ‘otherness’. The lan-
guage of conquest so often associated with 
#cI*)-0%")$' -#[#!% ' 0%%"%/E# ' )U' "(I#-"0*" ('
and manifest destiny. We see this even in how 
NASA names their spacecraft after fearsome 
Greek or Roman gods, like Mercury, Apollo, 
Gemini, Saturn, Jupiter, Orion, and Titan.7^

In contrast to the American cosmological view, 
Japanese culture sees the human species as 
an integral part of the Universe, not removed 
from it. Their term for Space—‘uchuu’— re-
[#!% '0'<"#T')U'%.#'!) () '0 '"U'U-)('%.#'"$ "E#'
rather than from the outside, as a constituent 
rather than as an observer. This sensibility is 
evident in traditional Japanese architecture, 
which strives for harmony and integration in 
its surroundings. The Japanese teahouse serves 
as a metaphor for the Universe, in which the 
physical structure coupled with the social rit-
ual of the tea ceremony symbolize the realm 
of Nature and the human interaction within 
it. This architectural metaphor is derived from 
an ethos of empathy and connectedness with 
the cosmos. As opposed to images of power or 
might, JAXA references folklore and elements 
of Nature in naming their spacecraft, such as 
Kibo (hope), Kizuna (wind), Kiku  (chrysanthe-
mum), Hinode (sunrise), and Kodama (spirit).7L

In Chinese the term for Space is ‘ti n k!ng’, 
which literally translates as ‘empty sky’, signi-
fying that Space is nothing more than a con-
tainer, devoid of any presence within it. (Sim-
"*0-*6' "$'d"#%$0(# #:' %.#' T)-E' eK.S$+' +"0$H'
equates Space with nothingness.) These met-
aphors represent the abyss, the void, a state 
of ‘nowhereness’, and are rooted in feelings of 
0*"#$0%")$:'-#[#!%"$+'1)%.'%-#I"E0%")$'0$E'0$c-
iety towards Space.
Finally, for the Russian-born Tsiolkovsky—the 
father of modern rocket science—traveling to 
Space was not at all a threatening prospect; 
on the contrary, he imagined zero gravity as 
a liberating condition, one in which humanity 
would not only evolve to insure its own sur-
vival, but also ascend to greater happiness. His 
attitude towards the cosmos in his writings is 
almost euphoric; for him, Space was the ulti-
mate symbol of emancipation from the con-
straints and limitations of Earth.d

>$' 0EE"%")$' %)' -#[#!%"$+' )/-' 0%%"%/E# :' *0$-
guage—and the ideas it expresses—can also 
actively shape the way we perceive the world 
around us. We should abolish descriptors like 
“hostile” or “inhospitable” when referring to 
non-Earth venues because they tend to rein-
force already negative dispositions.29 Instead 
of language that exclusively focuses on the 
perils of living on Mars, we should consciously 
incorporate language that positively acknowl-
edges and emphasizes the ways in which the 
planetary conditions of Mars support human 
life, and why the Red Planet is the ideal loca-
%")$'U)-')/-'&- %'#c%-0%#--# %-"0*')/%I) %C'A)(#'
of those reasons include the following:

. The partial gravity of Mars provides a ver-
tical orientation that is absent in micrograv-
ity.
C'Y.#'%#--0'&-(0')U'\0- '.#*I '%)'# %01*" .'
I-)I-")!#I%")$'0$E'U0!"*"%0%# 'T06&$E"$+C
. Partial gravity attenuates the myriad phys-
iological problems associated with micro-
gravity (e.g., Space sickness, facial edema, 
(/ !*#' 0%-)I.6:' 1)$#' E#!0*!"&!0%")$:' E"-
gestive disorders, etc.).
. Partial gravity may render the need for ar-
%"&!"0*'+-0<"%6'E#<"!# '/$$#!#  0-6C
. Martian structures could be more light-
weight and have larger spans than build-
ings on Earth.
. Mars has a similar diurnal cycle to Earth.
. Mars has the theoretical potential to be 
partially terraformed to support plant life, 
and could eventually create enough atmo-
sphere that humans would no longer need 
to wear pressurization suits.`8

. Mars is only nine months away under op-
timal conditions.
. Communications, although not instan-
taneous, are possible between Mars and 
Earth
. Water (in the form of water ice)—an es-
sential element for all life—is in abundant 
supply on Mars.

In its capacity to both mirror and inform our 
values, the power of language to change our 
perception of Space should not be underesti-
mated. If effectively implemented, it can help 
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humans in making the psychological transition 
to a new extraterrestrial venue.

Means by which to Alter Perception: 

Interaction
All new encounters with the foreign and un-
known initially arouse feelings of trepidation 
and anxiety, as is expressed in the following 
passage:

“D5)'*$"#*,#:+4#/)$8#)#5)22#+,#/)$:+$28#()6*$"28#
ridges, gullies, chasms, and mountains, piled 
+$"#);+6"#)$+&!"(#*$#*$"%&(*/);0"#/+$,42*+$K
$+# 6"'"&)&*+$# )$:1!"("# &+# ;"# 2""$8# $+&!*$'#
;4&# 2&+$"2# )(+4$9# 42K&!*2# ;0)/C# :)1$*$'#
);:22#L42&#;",+("#42K !"#'0++5#*$/(")2"2#1*&!#
"6"(:#2&".<# !"#1)002#)2245"#*$#&!"#9)(C$"22#)#
thousand grotesque and misshapen forms. The 
+;2&)/0"2# *$# +4(# .)&!1):# ;"/+5"# 5+("# ,("-
M4"$&#)$9#9)$'"(+42@# &!"#9)(C$"22#5+("#)$9#
5+("#*$&"$2"KN"#'+#+$8#!"2*&)&*$'8#9+4;&*$'8#
fearing, until after hours of tedious toil such as 
D# !+."# $"6"(# )')*$# &+# "%."(*"$/"8# 1"# 3$)00:#
(")/!# &!"# ;"9# +,# &!"# (*6"(# &!)&# !)2#1+($# &!*2#
5*'!&:#1(*$C0"#*$#&!"#,)/"#+,#7+&!"(#O)(&!<P

This is an excerpt from the travel journal of 
nineteenth-century pioneer Samuel Wood-
worth Cozzen, dramatically titled “Journey of 
Death,” which documented his impressions 
upon discovering the Grand Canyon while 
trekking through the southwest.31 One might 
#cI#!%'0' "("*0-'-#0!%")$'16'%.#'&- %'I")$##- '
to Mars, had they never seen or expected such 
a landscape before. Even landscapes that today 
T#'&$E'(0+$"&!#$%'T#-#'I-)101*6'0%')$#'%"(#'
perceived as threatening and treacherous. It is 
only through prolonged exposure and repeat-
ed encounters that we become more familiar 
and comfortable in exotic environments; and 
as they become more mundane, our attitudes 
towards them naturally change.32,33 Where it 
once induced terror, the Grand Canyon today 
is oft described as spectacular and wondrous, 
and has become one of the most popular 
geological destinations on the planet, draw-
ing visitors from all over the world. As Mars 
becomes more familiar to its inhabitants over 
time, Valles Marineris may likewise one day 
become a similarly awe-inspiring tourist at-
traction (Fig. 2).

Through the series of reconnaissance missions 
of the Mars Curiosity and Rovers, which send 
back high resolution images of the planet’s 
surface for all the world to see, the process of 
familiarization has already begun prior to any 
human having actually travelled there. But in 
any location, establishing a sense of place—as 
somewhere real and not imagined—requires 
actual human presence.34 The Moon, for ex-
ample, was merely an abstract visual entity 
/$%"*' V#"*' W-( %-)$+' %))K' %.#' &- %' %#*#<" #E'
steps on the lunar surface. With only that brief 
human presence, the Moon had been trans-
formed from a conceptualized space to a lived 
space;35 it now had human history. It took only 
the images of footprints in the lunar dirt to 
change how we perceived the Moon in a way 
that all the data amassed could not do. 
A sense of place—the affective bond we have 
with our environments—is one of human-
kind’s fundamental needs.36 The attachment 
we develop to a place cannot be established 
only through the acquisition of information— 
knowledge we acquire through our intellec-

tual faculties.`^ It requires an empathetic con-
nection that can only be derived through the 
experience of one’s surroundings—knowledge 
we acquire through our sensory faculties. In 
order to develop the kind of intimate connec-
tion to the Martian landscape like the attach-
ment we feel towards our terrestrial homes, 
inhabitants need to receive as much sensory 
"$I/%' )U' %.#"-' #$<"-)$ ' 0 ' I)  "1*#C' AI#!"&!'
sensory experiences of the Martian landscape 
should capture various environmental condi-
tions and phenomena, such as: the topography 
)U' %.#' %#--0"$'0$E' %.#'&-($#  ')U' %.#'+-)/$E'
underfoot; the tactile character of the rego-
lith (roughness, dryness, texture, hardness, 
#%!Cf:' %.#' U0"$%'T"$E '0$E'&$#'E/ %' "$' %.#'0%-
mosphere; the changes in ambient tempera-
ture from daytime to nighttime; the range of 
movement under reduced gravity conditions; 
and also any sounds or smells in the Martian 
atmosphere. Although these experiences may 
not seem vital compared to the conditions re-
quired for survival, for a crew living years, de-
cades, or perhaps the rest of their lifetimes on 

Fig. 2. Grand Canyon, Earth 

6).3789$:')).($&'/!;./!(<$&'/($

(right).
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Mars, both the feeling of being at home there 
and the opportunity for aesthetic experience—
especially of their extraterrestrial venue—will 
be crucial to their long-term adaptation.`L

Means by which to Alter Perception: 
Technology
Examining how the more esoteric needs be-
yond shelter, safety, and security can be met 
through the habitat design and technology 
calls for an architectural perspective over an 
#$+"$##-"$+' 0II-)0!.C'=."*#' 1)%.' &#*E ' 0-#'
concerned with the functional and quantitative 
aspects of the physical structure, an architec-
tural perspective also addresses the qualitative 
aspects of human occupancy—in particular, 
the ways in which we perceive and experience 
the physical spaces we inhabit.
To illustrate the difference in these approach-
es, let’s take a window, for example: an engi-
neer would design the opening to meet quan-
%"&01*#'I.6 "!0*'!-"%#-"0Z"$%#-")-'0$E'#c%#-")-'
pressure differential, structural reinforcement 
to span the opening, expansion and contrac-
%")$'!)#U&!"#$% ')U'%.#'+*0  :'#%!C'W$'0-!."%#!%'
on the other hand, would design the window 
with an understanding of the subjective com-
ponent—the impact of natural light and exte-
rior views on mood and behavior, the sense of 
security afforded by visual awareness of one’s 
surroundings, the feelings of vulnerability of 
being viewed from the outside, and so on. The 
window is not simply a transparent surface or 
an aperture in an otherwise solid wall. On an 
experiential level it also represents a penetra-
tion of barrier, a threshold between domains of 
interiority and exteriority, and a cognitive por-
tal to a world beyond.`_:38 The window may be 
a successful feat of engineering and yet still fail 
miserably from the user’s perspective if these 
phenomenological aspects are not taken into 
account. 
Technological interventions that mediate the 
physical obstacles of our world can either en-
hance the experience of the environment or 
can inhibit them. These interventions can be 
tectonic, virtual, prosthetic, or robotic in na-
ture. As we develop spacecraft geared towards 
long-term human habitation—designing for 
greater human comfort as well as increased 

safety—supplemental technologies will em-
phasize leisure and protection. But technol-
ogies intended to buffer occupants from the 
hazards of the immediate environment (such 
as regolith shielding) also eliminate, or drasti-
cally reduce, the possibilities for any positive 
interaction with the surroundings. The assump-
tions upon which these types of technologies 
are based emanate from a view of the foreign 
and unknown as intrinsically hostile,e and 
therefore as such, we should isolate ourselves 
from those potentially dangerous conditions 
T"%.)/%' .0<"$+' !)$ "E#-#E' I)%#$%"0*' 1#$#&% '
of interaction. Likewise, technologies of con-
venience associated with comfort and leisure 
0"('%)'(0c"("g#'#U&!"#$!"# '16'16I0  "$+')1-
stacles that we would otherwise have to con-
tend with. These ‘obstacles’ are not valued as 
an experience in themselves, but rather are 
seen as something to be avoided. Elevators are 
an example of a technology of convenience; 
stairs take effort to ascend, whereas elevators 
render the arduous effort unnecessary. How-
ever, there is a range of sensory experience in 
climbing stairs that is not afforded by the ele-
vator: a proprioceptive sense of location with-
in the building, the vertical distance travelled, 
and information of changing conditions along 
the way. None of these are experienced in the 
elevator. These types of devices that minimize 
resistances and sever us from our environment 
can be characterized as technologies of expe-
dience. 
Moreover, should our habitats be designed to 
exclusively shield its crew from the exterior 
conditions, it will only exacerbate feelings of 
!)$&$#(#$%' 0$E' "(()1"*"%6' T"%."$' %.#' #$-
closure. There are other psychologically det-
rimental consequences of withholding experi-
ence of the outdoors. The activities of the crew 
will tend to be more introspective, and in the 
extreme can lead to a state of quasi-solipsism 
in which what is perceived as real shrinks to 
)$*6' %.#' E)(0"$' )U' T.0%' !0$' 1#' !)$&-(#E'
directly through sensory input.41 In addition, 
denying the members of the crew stationed at 
a Martian outpost the opportunity to acquire 
corporeal knowledge of their surroundings 
will serve to perpetuate any disposition of hos-
tility towards it. Without visceral experience, 

the crew will not be able to establish a larger 
sense of place, much less a favorable sense of 
their habitat as home, which in turn will only 
impede their ability to adapt psychologically. 
Sequestration from the exterior environment is 
therefore not the long-term answer, no more 
than sequestering crew members from each 
other would be the ideal solution to avoid so-
!"0*'!)$["!% C
J)T#<#-:'%.#'&- %'./(0$ '%)'("+-0%#'%)'\0- '
will not be able to simply open the door of their 
abode and take a walk outside. Given the haz-
ardous conditions of the Martian environment, 
creating opportunities for interaction will not 
be without intensive technological interven-
tion. Here on Earth, humans have been able 
to explore extreme environments employing a 
range of devices that allow discovery of places 
that were previously impossible to access. For 
example, prosthetic apparatus such as scuba 
gear and pressurized vehicles such as subma-
rines have introduced humans to ocean depths 
that could never have been experienced with-
out some type of equipment. Such interven-
tions do not necessarily dilute the experience 
if they permit or even encourage increased in-
teraction with the environment. 
In contrast to technologies of expedience, 
these are technologies of experience, the na-
ture of which encourages greater engagement 
with our surroundings and does not merely 
 %-"<#' U)-' #U&!"#$!"# C42 The purpose of tech-
nologies of experience is precisely to encoun-
ter such environmental resistances. They make 
possible what was previously impossible. They 
enhance, enrich, enable or supplement rela-
tionships to our environments. Negotiation 
with environmental resistances—be they be-
nign or hazardous—are fundamental to de-
veloping intimate connections to the physical 
world around us. The invention of the sailboat 
for example, allowed humans to traverse the 
seas. Its navigators developed a deeper knowl-
edge of the water through negotiating wind 
velocity and direction, waves, ocean currents, 
changing tides, weather, and so on. Naviga-
tion of a sailboat is challenging and often haz-
ardous, but in spite of this people choose to 
sail because of the visceral experience it offers 
of the sea. In comparison, traversing the water 

by hydrofoil is a completely different event. It 
" '1/"*%'U)-'."+.' I##E '0$E'#U&!"#$!6'"$')-E#-'
to minimize the resistances of the sea (Fig. 3). 
It is a faster means to a destination in which 
the ocean is hardly perceived at all, nor do its 
occupants gain a better understanding of the 
physical forces of the ocean or its properties. 

Technologies of experience should be inte-
grated in the Mars habitats, not for any explic-
"%' !"#$%"&!'I/-I) #:'1/%' )'%.0%'%.#'!-#T'!0$'
learn about their environs through sensory in-
teraction, in addition to opportunities for aes-
thetic experience. Windows on the ISS were 
not installed for reconnaissance purposes, but 
instead at the behest of the astronauts who 
wished to have a view of the ‘world’ beyond 
the enclosure of the module. They served a 
purely phenomenological purpose, not a sci-
#$%"&!' )$#C' ?-#T' (#(1#- ' -#I)-%#E*6'  I#$%'
L8h')U'%.#"-'*#" /-#'%"(#'+0g"$+')/%'%.#'T"$-
dow.43'Y.#' 0$#!E)%0*' I 6!.)*)+"!0*' 1#$#&% :'
which came to be known as the Overview 
Effect, are welldocumented and substantiate 
the need for the crew to establish connections 
beyond their immediate habitat.44,45

Determining the degree and nature of inter-
action will depend in part on the degree of 
acceptable risk. Of the possible options that 
could be explored, incurring the least risk 
would be the use of virtual reality technolo-
gies which can create non-physical, real-time 
interfaces with the exterior environment. The 
1-)0E# %' E#&$"%")$' )U' <"-%/0*' %#!.$)*)+"# '
(VTs) includes any device that either offers an 
experience of a remote physical environment 
through extending an individual’s sensory 
or cognitive capacities, or otherwise creates 
non-physical, digital cyberspaces. Some mun-
dane examples of VTs are the telephone (the 
former) and the television (the latter). 
More recent generations of VTs allow for a 
greater degree of interactivity and engage-
(#$%C'AK6I#' )U%T0-#:'U)-'#c0(I*#:'"$%#$ "&#E'
the sense of the caller’s presence—previously 
only aural—by adding a visual component in 
which faces, bodies and the spaces they in-
habit are synchronized with the voice. The 
crossmodal effects of the visual and verbal 
dimension brings us a little closer to the feel-
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ing of actually being there.46 However, only 
a critical mass of sensory input is necessary 
to induce experience; not all senses must be 
fully stimulated. In the future it is foreseeable 
that we will achieve a fuller telepresence in 
a remote planetary setting through an interac-
tive medium that engages all the senses—not 
just sight and sound, but also smell, taste, and 
touch, as well as a haptic dimension.3^

More sophisticated virtual technologies, such 
as remote sensing and teleoperation through 
robotic devices have already been deployed to 
furnish operational interfaces between the crew 
members and the extraterrestrial environment. 
Several generations of Mar Exploration Rovers 
.0<#'1##$'/%"*"g#E'U)-' !"#$%"&!'-# #0-!.'b#C+C:'
reconnaissance of the planetary topography 
and geotechnical analyses) through the use 
of semi-autonomous robotic rovers, sending 
back images that allow humans to experience 
the Martian landscape vicariously. The rovers 
effectively act as extensions of their operators’ 
visual, tactile, motile, and cognitive abilities. 
But VTs used only for collecting data about the 
climatic and geophysical properties of a plan-
#%'" '$)%' /U&!"#$%'0*)$#'%)'U) %#-'0'1)$E'T"%.'
the remote landscape. Interface technologies 
must have an experiential or phenomenolog-
ical component. 
A new generation of virtual technologies will 
be pivotal to the long-term adaptation process, 
but their effectiveness will be highly contin-
gent upon how, and for what purpose, they are 
implemented. If we gear the habitat technol-
ogies towards integrating the crew with their 
surroundings, the perception of the Space 
environment will shift from one of alienation 
+-)/$E#E'"$'%.#'$)%")$')U'!)$["!%"$+'"$%#-# % :'
%)')$#')U'0U&$"%6'10 #E')$'%.#'-#!)+$"%")$')U'
common interests. Integration strategies, as op-
posed to avoidance strategies, are more con-
ducive to establishing empathetic connections 
and increasing familiarity through perceptual 
engagement with the exterior conditions. An 
integrative approach is derived from, but also 
cultivates, respect for life and all of Nature, 
<0*/"$+'1)%.'1#$#&% ' %)' %.#'./(0$'!)*)$" % '
as well as to the environments they inhabit.
One obvious application of VTs would be 
re-creating familiar places on Earth for which 

the crew is nostalgic. These re-creations could 
/$E)/1%#E*6'1#'1#$#&!"0*'"$'I-)<"E"$+' .)-%,
term comforts and alleviating immediate psy-
chological or social stresses. However, if used 
solely for this purpose, VTs could also become 
a mechanism for maladaptation in the long-
term. But if complemented by devices like 
remote vision goggles or self-controlled rover 
cameras that can better explore the Martian 
landscape, then more intense connections to 
the local surroundings can be forged, thereby 
reducing the need to recall familiar scenes of 
Earth for comfort and stimulation. 

When we think of ‘being in Nature’ on Earth, 
we think of experiencing a place that is not me-
diated by gadgets, machines, or other devices. 
In fact, technology is often thought to under-
mine humankind’s connection to Nature. But 
VTs do not need to be antithetical to the ex-
perience of the natural world; on the contrary, 
they can help us develop more comprehensive 
and meaningful sensory relationships with the 
great outdoors. ‘Being in Nature’ on Mars or 
on the Moon is not possible without extensive 
intervention, but how we employ technologies 
should be thoughtfully considered. VTs can 
positively frame and shape our interpretations 
of these encounters—or they can negate them. 
It becomes even more critical—especially if 
the primary purpose of the built habitat is to 
keep its occupants safe by buffering them from 
the ‘hostile wilderness’ of Space (cosmic radi-
0%")$:' )*0-'[0-# :'E/ %' %)-( :'U-"+"E'%#(I#-0-

Fig. 3. Crossing the ocean: Technologies of experience (sail-

=*'78$>./(?($7.01;*)*"!.($*3$.@A.5!.;0.$6125/*3*!)<$/!"178# tures, etc.)—that VTs establish an experiential 
connection to the extraterrestrial landscape 
through enhancing our sensory relationships 
with it. VTs can instantiate conduits not only to 
')*$#C$+10"9'" about the quantitative proper-
ties of the environment, but also to 6*2/"()00:#
"%."(*"$/" its qualitative properties in ways 
the body cannot do so directly. At its best, they 
have the capacity to bring us even closer to the 
extraterrestrial environment.

Conclusion
The imperative to alter perceptions of Space 
should not be dismissed as a marketing strat-
egy to promote the industry or to hype Mars 
as an attractive tourist destination. The argu-
ments for shifting from negative perceptions 
to positive ones are grounded in the tangible 
1#$#&% '%)'0'\0- , %0%")$#E'!-#T:'"$'%.0%' /!.'
a shift will fortify their capacity to adapt to a 
non-Earth environment—and to ultimately 
survive in the long-term. Moreover, negative 
characterizations of the Space environment 
!0$'.0<#' "+$"&!0$%'E#%-"(#$%0*'I 6!.)*)+"!0*'
effects that may undermine the prospects for a 
successful human outpost. The perception of 
Space as “hostile”:

. Induces feelings of fear, alienation, trepidation, 
0$c"#%6:' 0$E' "$!-#0 #E' " )*0%")$' 0$E' !)$&$#-
ment.
. Cultivates a sense of otherness, not of belong-
ing.
. Fosters an antagonistic relationship with the 
environment, and an attitude of conquest to-
wards Space.
. Perpetuates an adversarial and segregative dis-
position.

. Focuses on unfavorable conditions in which 
only dangers are recognized.
. Results in treatment of the environment as an 
obstacle to overcome and exploit.
. Views humans as contaminants or trespassers
. Favors the development of technologies of ex-
pedience in order to avoid environmental chal-
lenges.
.'>$[/#$!# '.01"%0%'0-!."%#!%/-#'%)' #-<#'#c!*/-
sively as protection, barrier or shield.
. Constricts our sphere of empathy.

Conversely, there are many potential advan-
tages when Space is viewed in a positive light. 
The perception of other planets as “hospita-
ble” environments:

. Induces feelings of wonder, beauty, appreci-
ation, awe, interconnectedness and unity (i.e., 
aesthetic experience).
. Cultivates a sense of belonging, not of being 
an outsider.
. Fosters ameliorative relationships and an atti-
tude of cooperation and reciprocity.
. Focuses on favorable conditions, and recog-
nizes its assets and potentials.
. Treats the environment as a realm of possibili-
ties and something to be nurtured.
. Views humans as benevolent participants, and 
as part of the natural environment.
. Favors development of technologies of experi-
ence for the purposes of greater interaction.
. Gives rise to architecture that creates a sense of 
place and of being “at home.”
. Expands our sphere of empathy. 

This paper has proposed three means by which 
I#-!#I%")$'!0$'1#'0*%#-#Ei' %.#'&- %'  %#I' " ' %)'
recognize the crucial role of perception in 
psychological adaptation. Second is to un-
derstand that the language we use in refer-
ence to Space informs those perceptions as 
T#**'0 ' "$[/#$!# '.)T'T#'E# "+$'0$E'0II*6'
habitat technologies (in other words, what we 
invent and why we invent it). The third step 
is to maximize opportunities for interaction 
with, and the acquisition of knowledge about, 
the environment in order to promote greater 
familiarity, which in turn reinforces positive at-
%"%/E# C'W$E'&$0**6:'0**)T'I) "%"<#'I#-!#I%")$ '
to inform a new approach to designing human 
#$<"-)$(#$%'"$%#-U0!# '"$'%.#'&- %')/%I) % ')$'
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cially critical, as the habitat architecture must 
do much more than our dwellings on Earth; 
they will constitute the crew’s entire world and 
realm of experience, and therefore will have 
to provide for the broadest range of needs and 
experiences possible. Habitats should not only 
be designed to keep its occupants safe and 
secure, but also to enrich the experiences of 
their new planetary home.
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a Researchers who have written on crew dynamics include: 
Marilyn Dudley-Flores and Thomas Gangale, Sheryl Bishop, 
Kim Binsted, Jim Pass, Gary Evans, Daniel Stokols, and Sybil 
Carrere.
b Researchers who have focused on the habitat architecture 
include: Angel Seguin; Janek Kozicki and Joanna Kozicka; C. 
Burattini, F. Bisegna, F. Gugliermetti, and M. Marchetti.
c Phenomenal location, unlike absolute location, is not de-
termined by measurements or mapping, but through human 
presence and experience.
d From Tsiolkovsky’s treatise, Free Space.
e “Hostile” implies an unfriendly, antagonistic, or malevolent 
disposition—traits that cannot properly be ascribed to entities 
without agency. “Hazardous” on the other hand—which sim-
ply implies a high degree of risk—is a more appropriate term 
to describe the Martian environment. For example, the ocean 
can be hazardous but is not considered hostile.


